NEW YORK REG & TITLE
Our technology meets your workflow.
Dealertrack New York Reg & Title delivers powerful registration and
title transaction management tools that help ensure fast, accurate,
and compliant processing.
Add an award-winning service and support team with unmatched
local expertise, backed by our decades of experience with millions of
transactions processed, and the result is a combination of innovative
technology and intelligent support that helps simplify your existing
workflow for maximum productivity.
Dealertrack is the only provider that delivers in-state and out-of-state
Reg & Title solutions, along with Accelerated Title services, for the
most comprehensive solution set in the marketplace.
We’re proud to be the preferred Reg & Title vendor of the
Greater New York Automobile Dealers Association (GNYADA).
Learn more and schedule your demo:
go.dealertrack.com/NY
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Features and Benefits

Training and Support

Simplified Processing
User-inspired layout helps minimize transaction times for a fast,
efficient workflow.

Winner of the Omega NorthFace ScoreBoard AwardSM three years in a row
for achieving excellence in customer satisfaction for technical support and
exceeding customer expectations.

Real-Time Online Transactions
Process transactions in real-time, and issue materials on-the-spot for
increased customer satisfaction.

First-call/same-day case resolution of many complex issues thanks to our
direct acces to motor vehicle personnel in all 50 states.

ACH Payment Option
Automated Clearing House (ACH) payments virtually eliminate check
writing and streamline payment and accounting processes.

Continuous education and training available through remote and onsite
training, webinars, an extensive online knowledge base, and more.

Save Keystrokes, Save Time
DMS Import reduces repetitive keystrokes and manual data entry,
while Automated Data Validation virtually eliminates critical data errors
before transmittal.
In-Transit Tag Support
Integrated In-Transit Tag transaction for greater workflow flexibility.
Tax and Fee Calculation Accuracy
Accurate motor vehicle fee and tax calculation within the specific
application, with real-time data.
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